
SYGA10646

With its stable material construction and sensitive tips, this rod will let you feel even the slightest nibble on 

the line. You won’t have to worry about missing any fish when you use this rod – it’s guaranteed to help 

you catch more fish than ever before.

One of the most sought after game fish across North America is the bass. When it comes to bass fishing, 

using traditional fishing poles may be an extremely difficult experience. They are typically too light and 

lack the appropriate action, which means that they are prone to bending and breaking when you attempt 

to put the hook on the fish. There are fishing rods that are made expressly for bass anglers, you will be 

able to feel even the tiniest bites on account of the strong yet sensitive blank that this rod possesses. This 

will allow you to swiftly set the hook and bring your target to the boat. In addition to that, it is offered in a 

wide range of hues and dimensions, allowing you to pick the version that is most suited to your own taste.

This rod, with its quick action and sensitive tip, provides you with the power and precision you require to 

successfully land even the largest bass. And with its' fast action, which guarantees that your lure will 

remain in position until a fish bites. It is also constructed with durability in mind, which means you can 

handle whatever punishment you dish out.
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Available Models

Item No. Type Length Power Action Section Lure wt(g) Line wt(kg) Closed Length(cm) Guides Weight(g)

SYGA10580-1 Spinning 1.98M MH F 4 7-21 3.6-7.2 56 7+Tip 137

SYGA10580-2 Spinning 2.1M M MF 4 5-17 2.7-6.3 59 7+Tip 140

SYGA10580-6 Spinning 2.4M MH MF 4 7-28 4.5-9.1 66 7+Tip 164

SYGA10580-7 Spinning 2.7M M MF 4 10-35 5.4-11.3 74 7+Tip 187

SYGA10580-8 Spinning 3.0M M MF 4 10-39 6.8-13.6 81 7+Tip 208

SYGA10580-9 Spinning 3.3M MH MF 4 14-42.5 7.7-15.9 89 8+Tip 253

SYGA10580-10 Spinning 3.6M MH MF 4 14-42.5 7.7-15.9 97 8+Tip 273

SYGA10580-3 Casting 1.98M MH F 4 10-28 4.5-9 56 7+Tip 134

SYGA10580-4 Casting 2.1M M MF 4 7-21 3.6-7.2 59 7+Tip 137

SYGA10580-5 Casting 2.4M MH MF 4 7-35 5.4-11.3 66 7+Tip 148
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Product Features

Utilizing a winding structure made of 30T carbon fabric to assure the rod's sensitivity and strength.
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Fuji guides ensure smooth casting while maintaining the casting distance by reducing line friction and 

smoothing the line across, "O" guide also provides better resistance to oxidation and abrasion

Use a reel seat made of high-strength nylon, which is solid, robust, and long-lasting, EVA grip for a more 

cozy hold.

It is designed to feel more like fishing with a single rod thanks to the fact that different areas of the 

spigot ferrule gap have been reserved so that force can be transferred more effectively.
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Packaging

Packing Method: Portable PVC tube with 600D oxford fabric

Packaging size: 
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SKU Packaging Size(cm) Gross Weight(g)

A10646-1 64*7.5*7.5cm 586g

A10646-2 64*7.5*7.5cm 600g

A10646-3 64*7.5*7.5cm 606g

A10646-4 64*7.5*7.5cm 605g

A10646-5 73.5*7.5*7.5cm 631g

A10646-6 73.5*7.5*7.5cm 640g

A10646-7 84*7.5*7.5cm 741g

A10646-8 84*7.5*7.5cm 753g

A10646-9 95*8*8cm 750g

A10646-10 103*8*8cm 815g
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